The Emerald Empire Sports Car Club presents:

Emerald Empire Rally
May 22nd. Sizzler Restaurant Parking Lot
1010 Postal Way Springfield, OR
$20 per car, $15 for EESCC members
Schedule:
1:00pm
5:00pm (approx.)

Car Zero departs (all other cars leave in one‐minute intervals)
Car Zero reaches the finish

What is Time Speed Distance Rally?
A team consisting of a driver and a navigator follow written instructions to follow a defined route while maintaining a
stated average speed. At undisclosed locations along the route, cars are timed and assigned penalty points for being
early or late at a timing control.
This event is being run as a Time, Speed, and Social Distanced Rally designed have no human contact:
 Online registration is required at www.eescc.org There will be no onsite registration
 Route Instructions will be emailed to all registered entrant the morning of May 22nd.
 Entrants will use the Richta Competitor App which will be used at checkpoints. https://richtarally.com
 Final Results will be emailed to all entrants after the event.
What do I need to bring?
 A Partner
 An Apple smartphone with the Competitor Richta Checkpoints App installed. (available in Apple App Store)
OR an Android smartphone with the Competitor Richta GPS Checkpoints app installed. (available in the Google
Play Store)
 A clipboard, pencils, pens, and highlighters are all helpful.
 A copy of the General Instructions (rules) available on‐line at EESCC Rules and Regulations
 A sense of adventure
What kind of vehicles are allowed?
Any street legal vehicle can enter the event. Rally’s have seen a diverse assortment of vehicles entered including Sports
Cars, Muscle Cars, Hot Hatches, SUVs, Minivans, and even a motorcycle with sidecar.
Is this legal? Is this Street Racing?
A TSD rally is not a race. A TSD rally is a low‐risk test of precision driving not an all‐out speed contest. In addition to
precision driving a rally tests the ability of the team to work together to navigate toward a successful finish.
What if I have more questions?
Send your questions via email to RallyChairman@eescc.org

